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Transients in Townsend Discharges

RoBERT R. NE%ToN
Bel/ Telephone Laboratories, MNrray Hill, Rem Jersey

(Received November 24, 2947)

An analysis is made of the transients in Townsend discharges for certain stepwise variations
in the stimulating photoelectric current from the cathode, while the voltage across the tube
is held steady. The method of analysis can be readily generalized to include any type of varia-
tion in the photoelectric current. The steady-state current, including the effects of metastable
molecules produced in the gas, is also derived; from this result it is shown that the second
Townsend coefFicient is a function of the electrode spacing. The work also suggests experiments
which can separate the radiation, ion, and metastable contributions to the second, Townsend
coefticient.

I. INTRODUCTION

E shall consider in this paper only gas
discharges between infinite plane-parallel

electrodes, operating below breakdown. Under
these conditions, the current through the dis-
charge is not self-sustaining, but must be
stimulated by a primary currents 0. This primary
current is usually obtained by illuminating the
cathode with a source of light which is external
to the discharge. It is m'ell known that the
steady-state current through the discharge, under
these conditions, is given approximately by an
expression of the form:

i =io exp[a, (X—xp) j/
t 1 —y(expt a;(X—xp) j—1)7. (1)

In this, X is the separation of the electrodes, and
o.;, p, and xo are considered to be functions only
of the gas pressure and the electric field and are
independent of X.

In (1), a;, called the first Townsend coefficient,
is interpreted as the number of ionizing collisions
which one electron makes while traveling one
cm in the direction of the electric field, and xo
is interpreted as the distance that an electron
must travel before acquiring ionizing energy.
y is interpreted as representing the number of
electrons emitted from the cathode under the
inRuence of events which occur in the discharge,
as we shall describe more fully below.

Our fundamental picture of a gas discharge
mill be as follows: An electron which leaves the
cathode encounters a certain number of gas
molecules while traveling to the anode. If one
of these collisions is inelastic, there may be three
possible results: (1) the molecule may be ionized,
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with the simultaneous release of an electron;
(2) the molecule may be excited to a level from
which it can decay by radiation; (3) the molecule
may be excited to a metastable level. Subse-
quently, electrons may be emitted from the
cathode (1) upon impact of a positive ion, (2)
when radiation from an excited molecule strikes
the cathode, and (3) when a. metastable molecule
strikes the cathode. (2) above is, of course, a»
example of photoelectric emission. Processes (1)
and (3) have been studied experimentally by
Oliphant, ' and theoretically by Massey-'and
Cobas and Lamb. '

As we shall show formally in later sections,
this mechanism leads to an expression for y in
Eq. (1),which is the sum of three terms, one each
from the electron emission caused by radiation,
ions, and metastables. It is of great interest to
be able to separate these terms experimentally.
This separation cannot be performed accurately
by measurements of the steady-state current
through a discharge but, as Engstrom and Hux-
ford4 have pointed out, it can be made by an
analysis of the transient currents.

The basis for the separation lies in the different
times required for radiation, ions, and meta-
stables to produce effects at the cathode. Sup-
pose that the discharge is initiated by an electron
leaving the cathode. At a field of 50 volts/cm, an
X of 1 cm, and a pressure of l mm, this electron
and the ones released by ionization in the gas
reach the anode in the order of 10 ' sec. The

' M. L. E. Oliphant, Proc. Roy. Soc. A124, 228 (1929).
'kI. S. W Massey, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 26, 386

(1930);Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 2/, 460 (1931).' A. Cobas and W. E. Lamb, Phys. Rev. 65, 327 (1944).
4 R. W. Engstrom and W. S. Huxford, Phys. Rev. 58,

67 (1940).
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time required for an excited molecule to radiate,
and for the radiation to reach the cathode and
produce a photoelectron, is also of the order of
10 ' sec. An ion, drifting under the field, does
not reach the cathode for about 10 ' sec. , while
a metastable, which must reach the cathode by
diffusion, requires the order of 10 ' sec. Thus,
transients should show three relatively distinct
phases, governed by these diR'erences in time
required to produce new electrons at the cathode.
These three phases are shown schematically in

Fig. 1.*
The first phase, of duration about 10 ' sec. , in

which the first electrons are crossing the tube
and new photoelectrons are being produced, is
probably too short for observation by present
techniques. Accordingly, we shall not analyze
its form but shall show how to allow for its effect
upon other phases.

The second phase, of duration about 10 ' sec.
and characterized by the first arrival of ions at
the cathode, has not previously been analyzed.
We shall obtain its form and shall show how,
under certain conditions, it contains discon-
tinuities in the current. 'Observation of these dis-
continuities may afford a convenient method of
measuring n, and the ion contribution to y.

The third phase, of duration about 10—' sec.
and characterized by the first arrival of meta-
stables at the cathode, has been studied by
Engstrom and Huxford. 4 We shall analyze it by
a difkrent method and in somewhat greater
detail, thus obtaining a difkrent form for the
results.

We shall perform the analysis by setting up
boundary value problems to be satisfied by the
densities of ions and metastables in the gas.
Different types of transient are then obtained
by solving these problems subject to different

initial conditions and to diAerent forms of io as
a function of time. Steady-state currents are also
found by getting the time-independent solutions
of the boundary value problems; from the steady-
state currents, we can evaluate y in (1) above.
This process leads to no new results for the con-
tribution of ions to y, but, for the metastable con-
tribution to y, shows that y is not in fact a
constant but is dependent upon X.

Sections II through V will be devoted to the
formal solution, and Section VI to a discussion
of the results. A list of frequently used symbols
is given below.

We shall assume that n; and xo are constant
from point to point within the discharge. For a
discussion of these assumptions and a general
survey of the field we refer the reader to Loch'
and to Druyvesteyn and Penning. ' We shall
neglect collisions of a molecule with more than
one electron, and collisions of ions or excited
molecules with each other.

List of Symbols

The following symbols are frequently used throughout
this paper. Ke have not listed symbols which occur
infrequently and in only a limited part of the paper.

a;=number of ions formed per electron per cm; equals
first Townsend coeScient.

=number of metastables formed per electron per cm.
a, =number of radiating molecules formed per electron

per cm.

Z
4J I
CL'

lr
V

* Note added in proof: In this paper, the phenomenon
termed "imprisonment of resonance radiation" has been
ignored. The significance of this phenomenon, which was
first studied theoretically by K. T. Compton (Phys. Rev.
20, 283 (1922)) was brought to our attention by T. Hol-
stein (see Phys. Rev. V2, 1212 (1947)). As a result of this
phenomenon, the time required for radiation to reach the
cathode, instead of being short, may equal or exceed the
transit time of ions. The analysis of this paper is valid
whenever the two times are significantly diferent; if the
two times are approximately equal, a more complicated
analysis will be necessary.

'This part of the present paper was presented before
the American Physical Society on May 3, 1945. See
Phys. Rev. V2, 184 (1947).

Lp

FIG. 1. Sketch of a discharge transient. io ——stimulating
photo-current. i, radiation steady state. i;=ion steady
state. i = true steady state. t, =duration of radiation
transient. t;=duration of ion transient. The scales are
broken in order to display the entire transient.

'L. B. Loeb, Fundamental Processes of Electrical Dis-
charge in Gases (John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , New York,
1939).

~ M. J. Druyvesteyn and F. M. Penning, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 12, 87 {1940).
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A; =e,X.
=e XM;M, .

y=parameter occurring in steady state discharge cur-
rent; very nearly equals second Townsend coefficient
divided by 0.;.

y, = number of electrons released from cathode per
positive ion striking.

y = number of electrons released from cathode per
metastable striking.

y, = number of electrons released from cathode per photon
striking.

y= &
—4o.

i=current density in electronic charges per cm'.
i subscript: denotes a parameter characteristic of positive

1ons.
io = stimulating photo-current from cathode, in electronic

charges per cm'.
i+ =current density carried by ions.
i =current density carried by electrons.
~=square root of diffusion coeScient for metastables.
A=square root of reciprocal of time constants for

metastable decay.
m subscript: denotes a parameter characteristic of meta-

stables.
M, =ratio of i to current of electrons leaving one cm' of

cathode.
M; = amplification of ~0 resulting from ion effects.

M =amplification of io resulting from metastable effects.
M, =amplification of io resulting from radiation effects.
X, N„N, =parameters occurring in boundary conditions

for metastable diffusion.

p =density of ions or metastables, as shown by subscript.
P;=density of ions when expressed in the moving co-

ordinate system y.
r subscript: denotes a parameter characteristic of radiation

or radiating molecules.
t= time in sec.
r =dimensionless time used in ion flow=et/X.
T=dimensionless time used in metastable flow= «'t/X'.
8=effective solid angle presented by cathode to radiation

from the gas.
v = ion velocity.
x = distance from cathode in co&.

xo=distance in cm which an electron must travel to
acquire ionizing energy.

.& =electrode spacing.
& = dimensionless x =x/X.

gp =dimensionless go =go/X.
y= moving coordinate in ion flow =x+et.

II. AMPLIFICATION SY IONIZATION AND
RADIATION

We sha11 assume that electrons cross the tube
in negligible time. As a result of ionizations in the
gas, more electrons reach the anode than leave
the cathode. Suppose np electrons leave one sq.
cm of the cathode at some instant, and let n be
the number of electrons per cm' which reach a

distance x from the cathode. Thai:

dn/dx = a,n,
n=noexpa;(x —xo) x&xo

For x&xp, n=np.
Let n„be the number of excited molecules

created per electron per cm. (By excited, we
shall mean that the molecules are raised to a
level from which they can radiate photons of
sufficient energy to eject photoelectrons from the
cathode. Thus metastable molecules are not
excited in this sense. ) The number of excited
molecules per cm' created in a distance dx is
u„ndx, if x is greater than x„ the distance an
electron must travel to acquire excitation energy,
and n is given by (2) above. For brevity, we shall
neglect the difference between xp and x„; the
difference can readily be included if desired. If
x is less than x„ the number of excited molecules
is 0.

Let 0/4or be the probability that a photon
radiated at the distance x will reach the cathode.
0=2m if absorption in the gas is negligible. Let
y„be the number of secondary electrons per
photon. Then we have for the number of
secondary electrons:

a,y,np (0/4or) exp[a;(x —xp) jdx.
sp

However, these secondary electrons can produce
more secondary electrons, and so on. We assume
that all these secondaries are emitted in neg-
ligible time, so that the eR'ect of radiation is to
increase the number of electrons leaving the
cathode from np to:

Oo 1

/4p) expLa, (x—xo) jdx
j=p Xp

=no & —a.y. (0/4or)!

when the geometric series converges. Ke shall
call the factor by which np is multiplied M„, the
multiplication factor for radiation.
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IIL EQUATIONS FOR THE ION AND META-
STASLE BENSITXES

l.et. p, (x, t) be the density of ions and p (x, t)
t. he density of metastables at time t at a distance
x from the cathode. Ke assume that the ions have
a uniform velocity v, so that the current of ions

per crn'- at any point is —vp;(x, t). We assume
that the metastables move by diffusion with a
coefficient ~', so that the current of metastables
per cm' is —«'(Bp /Bx) 'T.hus, the flow equa-
tions for p; and p are:

at which metastables are formed to be the same
as that at which ions are first formed, namely, xo.

As auxiliary conditions to (4) and (5), we
must know the forms of p, (x, t) and p„(x, t) when
t=0. These depend upon the type of transient
being studied. In addition, there are certain con-
ditions imposed upon p;and p at the electrodes.
For p;, there is only one condition, which can be
derived from the How conditions at the anode:

p;(X, t) =0. (4a)

The conditions on p are more complicated. %e
expect the boundary conditions to be homo-
geneous in p and p ', and hence to be of the
form:

p„(0, t) —A);Xp„'(0, t) =0,
p„(X, t)+X,Xp '(X, t) =0, (Sa)

M,[ip+y,op;(0, t)+y ~'p '(0, t) j,
in which a prime denotes 8/8x, and io is the
primary current density measured in electrons
per cm' per sec. To get the number of electrons
per cm' per sec. at a distance x from the cathode,
we multiply by unity for x &xo and by
exp[a;(x —xo)] for x&xo. If n, is the number of
ions formed per electron per cm, anal o,„ the
»umber of metastables, we have:

+y„.~'p„'(0, t) j exp[a;(x —xo)], x&x)). (4)

x&xo,Bp 8'p 0,
K

Bt Bx' u.,M,[ip+y.g p;(0, t)

+y„,«'p„„'(0, t) j exp[a;(x —xo) g, x &x). (5)

I» these„we have taken the minimum distance

' These assumptions require that X equal many mean
free paths. If the assumption that a; is constant is met,
ee may expect that this &s met.

where 5; and 5 are functions, now to be set up,
which give the numbers of ions and metastables
created per cm' per sec.

Let y; be the number of electrons liberated per
positive ion striking the cathode, and y the
number of electrons per metastable. Then the
total number of electrons leaving the cathode
per cm' per second is:

which implies a relation between the density
and the metastable molecular current at the
boundaries. If both electrodes are of the same
material, X,=N =N. The sign is different in

these two conditions because the normals to the
two electrodes are oppositely directed.

To evaluate X, we proceed as follows: The
number of particles crossing unit area per sec. at
any point because of the random thermal motion
is p„(kT/2sm)& Consider. ing also those which
cross because of diffusion, the total number
crossing unit area per sec. in the negative x
direction is p (kT/2~)&+ —',~'p '. The number
crossing in the positive x direction is

p„(kT/2)rm) & —-', z'p„',

so that the net fIow is a'p ' in the negative x
direction. From continuity, ~'p '(0, t) must equal
the number of metastables destroyed at the
cathode per cm per sec. The work of Oliphani. '

indicates that one electron is emitted for each
metastable destroyed, and hence that y„, is the
probability of destruction for a metastable
striking the cathode. Therefore:

[p (0, t)(kT/2m')&+ —gmp '(0, t) j= «'p '(0, t).

1hus.
.V = («'/X) (2m.m/k T) &(y ' —-').

Using the kinetic theory expression for ~', this is
approximately

&= (4t/3X)(v- '-2),
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vrhere l is the mean free path of a metastable in

an atmosphere of normal molecules. This has
two important limiting cases; if y =0, N is

infinite, and we must have p '(0, t) =0. If
t/X((y, we have very nearly that p (0, t) =0.

IV. ION TRANSIENT AND STEADY-STATE
CURRENTS

ln the erst several microseconds, ions can
cross the tube a number of times before the
metastables have moved appreciably. To study
the operation of the tube during this interval,
we can set y =0 in Eq. (4). Also, let e(w) be the

step function de6ned by:

J 1, v&&0,
~(n&) ='Lo )0

The use of this step function avoids some trouble
with limits. (4) now becomes:

(ap,/at) v(op;/a—x) = ~;M,[io+ y,v p;(0, t)]
Xexp[n;(x —xo)]e(x —X)e(xo—x). (6)

Genezal Solution

For brevity, let

g(x) = n;M, exp[a;(x —xo)]e(x—X)e(xo —x).

Also, transform the independent variables from

x, t to t and y =x+vt, and Iet p;(x, t) =P,(y, t).
y is obviously a coordinate which moves with
the stream of ions. Equation (6) now reads:

This weights each electron according to the
distance it travels in reaching the anode. ' The
current carried by electrons is therefore:

i (t) =M,Mg[zo+y, vP;(vt, t)]. (8b)

With the aid of this, we can replace (7) by a
simpler equation. Substituting from (8b) for the
quantity in square brackets in (7), we have for
y=vt:

P, (vt, t) =P;(vt, 0)

+ y(vt vt') [i (t'—)/M, M, ]dt'.
Jo

Substituting this back into (8b):

of electrons leaving unit area of the cathode per
second is

M, [io+y,v p;(0, t)]=M, [io+y;vP;(vt, t)].
In addition to these electrons, we have those
which are formed in the gas and which do not
traverse the entire distance X. Since p( x)/M„ is
the number of new electrons created per cm per
electron leaving the cathode, we get the total
current carried by electrons if we multiply the
number of electrons leaving the cathode by:

8P /Bt = [z +y vP (vt t)]y(y vt) (6a—) -(t) = "M&~~'+'r'vP'(v ~

We shall solve (6a) for an arbitrary form of p(x),
and for any variation of z'0 with t.

Solutions of (6a) which have the proper form
at t =0 are also solutions of the integra1 equation:

P.(y. t) =P'(y, 0)+ 4(y —»')
40

X [i,+y,vP;(vt', t')]dt'. (7)

The current can be calculated once the ion
density is known. The current carried by positive
1ons ls:

+y,v y(vt vt')i (t')dt—'. (9)

This equation can be solved for i (t), then P;(vt, t)
can be computed from (8b), and P;(y, t) and

i+(t) can be computed from (7) and (8a), re-
spectively.

Equation (9) is readily solved by Picard's
method. Let:

z (t) =g i i"&(t),

i+(t) = (v/X) p, (x, t)dx

v t+X
= (v/X)~r P, (y, t)dy,

vt

i &0&(t) =M„Mggio+y, vP, (vt, 0)],

(») ' J„
i &"+'&(t) =y.v ' 4(vt vt')i '"&(t')dt', —

n=o, i, 2

(10)

in electronic charges per cm' per sec. The number 9 Q'. Shocklcy, J. App. Phys. 9, 635 (1938).
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i/ei gM.no = (A ~)
—' exp[A, (r —

$p) ]
If the sum exists, it is obviously the required
solution. X exp[maxA;(1 —r), 0]

Steady-State Current

Before applying (10) we derive the "steady-
state" current. This has significance, in the first

place, only if io is constant and in the second

place only if the ions can traverse the tube many
times before metastables begin to reach the
cathode in appreciable numbers. Under these
circumstances, this steady-state current will be
sensibly reached before the beginning of the
metastable transient.

We find the steady state ion density p, (x, pp)

by setting 8/Bt=0 in Eq. (6) and integrating.
The constant of integration is determined by the
condition that p, (X, t) =0. The result is:

—exp[maxA, (gp —r), 0)

X (exp[A, (r' —r+ 1)]
—exp[maxA, (r' —r+ &o), 0])dr'

+M„y,(A,)
—' exp[A;(r —$p) )

X (exp[A, (1—$p) )+A, gp
—1)

(A;M„y;e "'«)"I„(r,Pp, 0). (12b)
n=0

p; = (ip/v) ~ y(x')dx'
These are expressed in terms of dimensionless va-
riables r=vt/X, P=x/X, Po ——xp/X, and A;=a;X.

'Vhe current is then found by applying formulas The symbol maxA, B means that we use the
(Sa) and (Sb). If P(x) is given by Eq. (6), the larger of A or I3. Also:
current has the well-known form:

i; =ip3I, exp[a;(X xp))/—(1+y,3E„y;3II, —
Xexp[n, (X—xp)]). (11)

Pulse Transient

By a pulse transient we mean one resulting
from a single pulse of stimulating current oc-
curring at t=O. For this transient F0=0 for t&0.
Ke assume that no primary electrons are released
from the cathode in negligible time at t =0 and
that these are instantly increased to M,no, where
,V, is de6ned below Eq. (3). Then:

I', (y, 0) =noy(r).

We now find I'; and the current by substituting
into Eqs. (10), (Sa), and (Sb).

When we return to our original assumption
about the form of p(x), that is, to the form of
Eq. (6) with a constant a;, we obtain the fol-
lowing results:

p;(x, t) =a;M'„np exp[A;(g —Pp+r))

XP (A;M,y;e " «)~I„(r, $o, $), (12a).

&min(r+ j—$0), g

I„(r, b, k) =
Jl I„ i(r', $p, 0)dr',

Io(r, $p, 0) =1, gp&r&1.

Ii(r, $p, 0) = 2$o&r&1+ho,
1+pp&r&2

,'(r 3(o)', —3—&o& «1+2b,
——,'(r —1 —2ko)' ——',(2+4—r)'

+(1-~.)', 1+2~ «2+&..
-', (3 —r)', 2+Pp&r&3.

Others can readily be generated from the defi-
nition. The functions are zero outside the given
ranges of v-.

The separate terms in (12a) have a simple
physical interpretation. The first term, with
n=0, is just the initial distribution due to the
pulse of no electrons. The term with n= 1 is the
distribution set up by the preceding term, and

Io( ~o, k) = (k+ —1) (5o —5 —)

In order to express the current we need only
the I„(r, $o, 0), which are functions of only two
variables. The first three of the I (r, $p, 0) are:
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so on. Each successive term or "wave" begins a
time xo/e later than the preceding one, and lasts
a time X/v longer, so that the waves overlap in

a complicated fashion.
The integral

exp(ar)I. (r, $o, 0)dr

will be useful. Kith n=0, this can be evaluated
immediately. The integral with any other value
of n can be expressed in terms of the integral
with e decreased by unity by means of the
definition of I . Thus, by induction, we find:

exp(ar)I„(r, $o, D)dr = (e e«—)"+'/a"+&

Operating Transients

By this term, we mean those transients which
occur when io is changed abruptly from zero to
a steady value (the rise) or when io is changed
abruptly from a steady value to zero (the fall).
It is readily shown that the rise and fall have the
same shape, so that we shall solve only for the
rise.

We can find this transient by integrating the
pulse transient over a suitable time variable or
by usings Eqs. (10) with P,(st, 0) = 0. The
currents carried by ions and by electrons are:

pf—kn

i~(t) =ioM„A; d] e~'«-«-"&

For a=0, this gives:
X P(~;M,)"J.(r', P,) dr', (l4)

0

I„(r, $o, 0)dr = (1 —$o) "+'.
i (&,') =io V,M.,Q(y;M, )"I (~, $o),

0

Kith these results, we can readily compute the and the positive ion density can be found by
total number of electrons which leave the
cathode and the total charge transferred throug
the tube. The first quantity is seen to be:

oooM, /t1+y;M, y;ilI, exp[a—,(X—xo)] }

lf we let:

M, = I1+y;M„—y;M„exp[n, (X xo)] I
—', (13)

the total number of electrons leaving the cathode
is nQM, M'; and the total charge transferred is

noM„M; exp[a;(X —xo)].
In this notation, Eq. (11) becomes

i =ioM M exp[a (X—xo)]

for the steady-state current, which is seen to be
consistent with the value of the total charge
transferred as the result of a pulse.

Finally, it should be noted that the product
3f„M; has the form:

M„M, = 1 —a,y, i (0/4or) exp[a, (x—xo) ]dxt

XQ —1

+y; —y; exp[~;(X —xo)]

Jo(~, 4)=
0, x&0,

7&0;

J (& b) =A') &A;(~ « r'& J (&~ —
g )—d&1

The form of Eqs. (14) is not convenient for
large values of I, or 7.. We ran find an approxi-

As with the pulse transient, the individual terms
have a simple interpretation. The first term, with
n =0, represents the direct e8'ects of the primary
current. Ions formed by the primary current
release new electrons from the cathode, whose
direct e8'ects are given by the second term, and
so on. Unlike the terms in the pulse transient,
these terms do not rise from zero and fall back
to zero but instead rise from zero to a constant
value. The nth term starts from zero at o. =neo
and reaches a constant value at 7. =n. It is
readily found that the constant value, which we
denote by substituting ~= ~, is:

I ( 4)=Le pA*'(1 4)
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mate form for large ~, however, by making use
of the property just mentioned. For r equal to an
integer k all the J„(r, $o) for which to&k have
attained their limit while the others are still
rising. Neglecting the terms which have not
attained their limit, the electron current, for
example, is:

4 (r tO)==oo~,1lf po(y,~,)"
n-O

X [«pn, (X—xo) —1j". (15)

This is subject to the conditions:

p (0 T) &(4tp /4th) -o
=P (1, T)+1i (4tP-/itt)t i=-o

For the pulse transient

p (5, 0) =oto(A-/X) «p[A'(8 5o—)j
p ($, 0) =0, $& Po. For the falling operating
transient p ($, 0) has the steady-state value
which we shall derive later. We are taking X to
be the same at cathode and anode.

V. METASTABI, E TRANSIENT AND STEADY-
STATE CURRENTS

After the metastables begin to move appre-
ciably, we must solve Eqs. (4) and (5) simul-
taneously. To do this exactly would be a dificult
task; we can get a reasonably accurate solution,
however, if we assume that, at each instant, the
ion density has the steady-state distribution
corresponding to the instantaneous value of the
electron current leaving the cathode. In other
words, we can drop p;(0, t) from the right member
of Eq. (5) provided that we multiply what
remains by 3I,, as defined by Eq. (13). Then,
~hen we have solved for p the current is given
by Eq. (11),with oo replaced by the instantaneous
value of io+y„ii'p„'(0, t).

We shall solve for the pulse transient and the
falling operating transient, for which io=o when
t &0. For these transients Eq. (5) now reads:

~p~ ~'pm

BT 8P
=' v~ exp[A '(6 b) j

X(4tp /4tg)t o, $&$o-,

(16)

in terms of the dimensionless variables

T= (~'/X') t $ =x/X,

with o= oo/Xx, A =~X, and A =M.M'a~X.

Letting k ~~, we see that this gives the steady-
state electron current, provided that we are
below breakdown.

Equation (15) can be used to estimate the rise
time of the current, that is, the time required for
the current to attain some specified fraction of
its steady-state value. Since the current estimated
by means of Eq. (15) is always too small, the
resulting time is always too large.

General Solution

We can solve Eq. (16) by separating the
variables. We find that

x.(g) expl —)I.'T3 (17)

Io $&Eo,
= —v~- «p[A'(5 —h) j(dx/d() o=o,

$&$o,
(17a)

and that x satisfies the conditions at (=0, 1. As
we shall see, (17a) has an infinite ordered set of
eigenvalues X„, so that we can write a solution of
Eq. (16) in the form:

p-(5 T) =Z it.x (5) «p[ —)i.'T] (18)

The coefficients a„are then chosen so that this
reduces to the given form of p ($, 0) when T=0.

Equation (17a) can be sa,tisfied by:

ci(sinli$+NX cosli$), k&ko,
x($) =' co sinX($ fo)+co co—sly($ —go)

+c4expA;($ —)o), $&)o. (19)

This satisFies the condition on x at )=0. There
are four other conditions which must be satisfied:
x and its first derivative must be continuous at
$ = po, x must satisfy the boundary condition at
)=1, and x must satisfy (17a). These conditions
lead to the equations:

c,(sinX&o+ NX cosX&o) —co —c4 ——0,
cia(cosX&o —1A sinX)o) —co) —c4A;=0,

Co(Sinitli+Ãh COSitX)+Co(COSSET —1A, Sinitli)
+C4eo"'(1+1i7Ai) =0,

cigar X+c4(A o+)i') =0, (20)

satisfies (16) and the conditions at )=0, 1, pro-
vided that y„ is a solution of

(d'x/dP) +&'x
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with g = 1 —$0. If these are to have a non-trivial
solution for c~, c2, c3, c4, the determinant of the
coefficients must vanish. Multiplied out, this
gives for the equation determining the eigen-
values ):
(A P+X') [(1—Ã9,') sin)i+ 2' cos) ]

=p~»P, (1+RA «) (e""'—cosgli)
—(A;—ÃX ) singX]. (21)

Without loss of generality we can take R(1%,) &0.
This has the roots X=O, &(—1)&A;, but these

are usually trivial since the values of the c's
found for these values of ) give functions which
are identically zero. If these roots should happen
to be multiple, they become non-trivial.

If A =0, this reduces to the eigenvalue
equation for fiow without sources:

(1—N9, ') sink+2&A cosh =0, (21a)

whose roots are all real. The corresponding
eigenfunctions are known to form a complete
set on the interval 0()& 1.

To see the behavior of the eigenvalues when
A &0, we can divide (21) through by (Ii'+AP).
The behavior of the two members of the resulting
equation is shown in Fig. 2, for the numerical
values N=O, A;=2, and q=0.9. For N=O, we
can write (21) in the form:

sin)i =y A~()i),
introducing the function E(X) for brevity. If
N YO, (21) does not take so simple a form but the
spirit of the following remarks about (21b) still
holds.

R()i) is a function which rises to a maximum

-I 4
0

FIG. 3. The first three eigenfunctions, and the steady-state
distribution, for N =0, A; =2, q =0.9, y~~ =$.

and falls slowly to zero as X—+~. Z(X) has small
oscillations, but on the average goes as ) ' for
large Ii. Thus, no matter how large y~ may be,
the right number of the above equation even-
tually becomes and remains less than unity an~1

the eigenvalues approach the zeros of sink.
Thus, we see that the eigenvalues of (21b) are

continuous functions of y~ and equal the
integral multiples of s when y A =0. As y~„
increases from zero, we see from Fig. 2 that the
root originally at x moves toward the origin. The
roots originally at 2~ and 3x move toward each
other, as do those originally at 4x and Sx, etc.

For some value of y~, the root originally at
x reaches the origin. This occurs when the two
curves in Fig. 2 become tangent at the origin.
X =0 is then a double root and is no longer trivial.
For still larger values of y~ this eigenvalue
becomes imaginary, so that —X' is positive in

Eq. (17) and the current increases without limit.
Therefore, the breakdown condition is the con-
dition that the slope of y~„Z(li) at Ii=0 be not
less than unity. In the general case, with N /0,
similar remarks hold, and we 6nd that the break-
down condition is that:

&A P(1+2%)[(1+RA;)
X (e&"'—1) —iiA;] '. (22)

We have seen that, for any value of y~, the
eigenvalues of (21) have a one-to-one corre-
spondence to the known set defined by (21a).
Further, the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
defined by (21) always approach those defined
by (21a) at least as fast as X '. Thus, we may
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plausibly assume that the set of functions x„(&) where p„ is in number of metastables per cm'
are complete and, hence, that the expansion of per unit g, and:
(18) is possible.

p-(S, o) = 0,
~&- expLA'(t —4)3

5& $0,
(24)f& $0,

expressed in terms of number of metastables per
cm' per unit $. The current is given by:

i = M,M;e&"'y„(~'/X') (8p„/8$) ) 0 (25).

For the falling transient we have everything
the same as for the pulse transient, except for the
form of p„(P, 0). Since the rising transient is the
same shape as the falling transient, we know
both when we have determined one. For the
falling transient we take p ($, 0) to be the steady-
state distribution. As we sha11 show in a minute,
this distribution is:

Exyansion CoeEcients and Ioitia1 Conditions

Having solved (21) for the eigenvalues, we can
readily determine the c's from (20) and any con-
venient normalizing condition, and are ready to
determine the a„ in (18). This determination is
more difficult than for a Fourier expansion
because the functions x„are not orthogonal.
Evaluating the u„ is not necessary if we are only
interested in the rise or fall time because this
time is essentially determined by the smallest
value of X. This value is always less than ~ while
the next value is equal to about 2x, and thus the
first term in (18) rapidly becomes dominant.

We determine the coefFicients a by substi-
tuting T=O into Eq. (18), thus:

p.(&. o) = 2 ~.x.(&).

Ke proceed in the usual fashion to multiply
through by x&($) and to integrate over all $:

Z o (xa x ) =(x~ p (6 o)) (23)

lf the gg were orthogonal, this would give c&
immediately. As it is, (23) represents a set of
equations to be solved for the a .

For the pulse transient, we take:

M '=1 —(y M„M;n /ad)(1+2K) —'

XL(1+XA ~) (e&"'—1)—qA, ]. (26a)

If we have a problem in which the stimulating
current io is an arbitrary function of time, we can
proceed by dividing the given function into a set
of pulses of infinitesimal duration, finding the
pulse transient resulting from each pulse and
integrating the result over the set of pulses.

As an example, we have carried through the
numerical work for the values N=O, A;=2,
g=0.9, and yM =-', . The eigenvalues are given
by the intersections of the sin) curve in Fig. 2

with the curve 2'Z(X) (see (21b)).To four decimal
places, the first five eigenvalues are:

) j. =2.3392, ) 2=6.6487, ) 3=9.0955,
X4 = 12.7856, Xg ——15.5246.

The first three eigenfunctions, normalized by
setting c~ ——1 in Eqs. (20), are shown in Fig. 3.
They bear a general resemblance to the trigo-
nometric functions sine(, sin2s P, sin3n. g, but are
somewhat distorted. In particular, yi has its
maximum at a larger value of $ than the mid-
point. The steady-state density function, indi-
cated by p (P, 0), is also given in Fig. 3 on an
arbitrary scale. From it we see that gi is more
suitably shaped to be an approximate repre-
sentation than a symmetrical function would be.

The results of keeping one, two or three terms
in Eq. (23) is shown in Fig. 4. We get the fol-

1.50

l 25

p„= (ioX'/r. ') M„M;M (a /nP'X)

(5+&)(1+2&) 'L(1+&A*)
X (e&"' —1) —gA, ],

X.
,

((+&)(1+2&)-'L(1+A'A')
X (e&~' —1)—gA;] —exp(A;($ —$0)j

+1+A;(&—&0), k & ko, (26)

0.50
f'm(&, o )

a ONE TERM
~ TWO TERMS
e THREE TERMS

0
0 0 2~ 0 50

Fzo. 4. Successive approximations to p (&, 0).
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lowing values of the coefficients:

One term: a~ = 1.5311.
Two terms: ai = 1.5013, am = —0.0668.

Three terms: a~ = 1.5060, a2 = —0.0761,
a3 ——0.0406.

In this case at least we converge rapidly upon
the accurate values of the coefticients. Thus, if
we used only a one-term approximation in this
case, our accuracy at large T (when only ct is
important) would be about 2 percent.

We now' find the current by substituting the
expansion for p into Eq. (25). From (18) and
(19), with the normalizing condition that ci ——1,
we have:

(tip /8&))~= p a.)t expL —X 'T],
and the current is proportional to this quantity.
Since X~' is about eight times X~', and the other
)' are even larger, only the first term is im-
portant for T greater than about 0.1.

Steady-State Metastable and Ion Distribution,
Steady-State Current

The steady-state densities are found readily
by setting (8/Bt) =0 in Eqs. (4) and (5), and
integrating, subject to the same boundary con-
ditions that we used in finding the time-depend-
ent solutions. The metastable distribution has
been given in Eq. (26). The ion distribution and
the current are:

it)X e~+' —1, $&b
p; = M,M~M (2 "I)

s ssAi sAi($ 5o) ]—)] ~

In the expression for the steady-state current
this quantity rep)aces the denominator in Eq.
(1). Thus we see that Eq. (1) is correct, to the
accuracy used in this work, only if y is neg-
ligible.

Breakdown occurs when (M,M;M ) ' becomes
zero or negative. This condition is identical with
the condition already given in Eq. (22), as one
can see by substituting the values of M„and M;
into Eq. (22).

Solution by an Integral Equation

Equation (16), like Eq. (6), can be transformed
to an integral equation. To eR'ect this trans-
formation, consider first the following method for
solving the diffusion equation with sources,

(ay/aT) (a'y/aP—) =S(P, T),

with y subject to homogeneous boundary con-
ditions, and with y($, 0) a given function of g.

First, we find a function yt(P, T) which satisfies
the homogeneous diffusion equation

(Byi/8 T) (O'y i/a ]')—=0,

and which satisfies the same boundary conditions
and initial condition as y, so that:

»(P, 0) =y(P, 0).

Then we find a function yi($, T, T'), where T'
is an as yet undefined parameter, which also
satisfies the homogeneous diffusion equation,
which satisfies the same boundary conditions as
y, but which satisfies the initial condition:

i=ioM, M;Elf t!~'o &", (28) y.(g, o, T') =S(~, T'),

where p; is in number of ions per cm' per unit $,
and M is defined in (26a).

The product M,M;M is a fraction whose
numerator is unity and whose denominator is
unity minus a sum of terms, each of which is
characteristic of one of the three processes of
secondary emission: photo-emission, emission
under ion bombardment, and emission under
metastable bombardment. Thus, if Q~ =2m .

(M,M,M ) '=1—(a,y,/2a;)
XLexp(A (1-b))-1]
-y;L p(A;(1-~.))-1]
—(y„a„/aPX) (1+2N) 'D1+NA, )

X &exp(A;(1 —$0)) —1]—A;(1 —$0)].

which defines the parameter T'. Then one can.
verify by substitution that the desired solution
y(P, T) is:

provided that yt($, T—T', T') can be dift'erent-
tiated under the integral sign. "

In other words, we first find the density func-
tion which results from the decay of the original
distribution without sources. Then we consider
that a density distribution equal to S(g, T')dT'

' G. Doetsch, LuP/ace Transformation (Dover Publica-
tions, New York, 1943},p. 338.
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is set up at 1 1' and 6nd the density which
results as this decays without further sources. To
find the actual density at time T we add up all
the contributions from the initial distribution
and from the sources which "occur" earlier than
time r.

In the present problem, the source function
5(g, T) is, according to Eq. (16), the product of
(&p &$)& o, which is a function only of time, by
a function of $ only. It is then convenient to take
the function yo(g, T, T') to be:

yo=(~i /~k)o=o 4($, T),

(16) to have the form:

(Bp /8$)g o==Pa exp( —X 'T). (33)

We also know y~ and p, and can write:

(Byi/8$) o o
——Pb„expt —p„'T],

(ay/a]), o g——c„e xp[ —p„'Tj,

in which the p„are the roots of (21a), and b„and
c„are determined by Eqs. (30a) and (30b).
Substituting these into (32), we have:

where p($, T) satisfies the homogeneous diffusion

equation, and

0

+co/(po' —X ') =1,

bo co+a—„/(po' X„')=—0.

(34a)

(34b)

S(], 0) =
VW &""" '" 5& Eo

(30b)

Our method of solution then gives the result:

. (&, T) =y (&, T)

Operating on both sides with 8/oj$ and evaluating
at )=0, we get an integral equation for the time-
dependent variable (8p /8$) o o .'

X4(k, T T')(~~-/~—$) o od T' (32=)

'Since the current is proportional to (Bp /8$)~=o,
this equation is analogous to Eq. (&). It is
essentially the integral equation which Engstrom
and Huxford' give for the current.

Equation (32) is identical in form with (9).
In both cases, the first term on the right repre-
sents the contribution from the initial distribu-
tion (there is also an io in (9) which we have taken
to be zero in (32)). In both cases, the first factor
in the integrand gives the number of electrons
leaving the cathode at time T as a result of an
electron which left the cathode at time T'.

Equation (32) can be solved by an infinite
series, which we know from our study of Fq.

We can determine the li„ from (34a), and the a„
from (34b) and the values of X„.

The roots of (34a) must be identical with the
roots of (21). Which of the two equations one
uses will probably be determined by the type of
information desired.

With either this method or the method pre-
sented earlier in this section one can achieve any
desired accuracy by retaining a sufficient number
of terms, either in series (18) or series (33). It
should be noted that the use of, say, two terms
of (18) does not give the same approximation as
the use of two terms of (33). In the latter case,
we approximate to both the eigenvalues (the I~'s)

and the expansion coe%cients. In the former
case, we always obtain the accurate eigenvalues
from (21), and approximate only to the expansion
coeScients.

VI. SOME EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS

In this section, we shall point out some of the
consequences of the preceding forrnal analysis
which suggest themselves as bases for experi-
mental measurement of the various parameters
which characterize a discharge. We shall not
attempt a discussion of the feasibility or accuracy
of any experiments.

The parameters which characterize the dis-
charge may be divided into two types: (1) those
which determine the "steady-state" currents i„
i;, and i (see Fig. 1) and (2) those which deter-
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Fzo. 5. Initial part of ion transient for A;=2, go=0.1.
The curves are only schematic beYond v = 1.

mine the rise times t, and t;, and the time con-
stants of the metastable transient.

The steady-state currents are given by:

i, =ipM, exp[a, (X—xp) j,
i; =ipM, M, exp[a, (X—xp)],
i =ipM, M,M exp[a;(X —xp) j,

where M„, M;, and M are, respectively, dehned
below Eq. (3), by Eq. (13), and Eq. (26a). The
products M,M; and M„M;M„are written out,
respectively, in Eqs. (13a) and (29). By referring
to these equations, we see that the steady-state
currents depend upon the parameters a,y,/a, , y;,
a„y /a; and a; (In ad. dition to these parameters
there occur X and gp. We can usually estimate
.these with sufFicient accuracy from other consid-
erations. ) Therefore, it is impossible to determine
these four parameters from the three steady-
state currents at one value of X.

We could overcome this diAiculty by per-
forming the classical Townsend experiment, in
which the current is measured as a function of X,
while keeping the electric field, and hence the
n's, constant. The alternative procedure, which
angstrom and Huxford4 have suggested, is to
study the transients. This procedure brings in
also the time parameters, namely, the speed v of
the ions and the diffusion coefIIicient a' of the
metastables. If we had studied the radiation
transient, we should also have a parameter (or
parameters) for it.

An analysis of the transients is sufficient, as
we shall show explicitly for the ion transient, to
yield all the desired parameters. An analysis by

this means has two great advantages over the
classical method. One is that the parameters are
all determined at one geometrical configuration,
the second is that measurements can be made
beyond the breakdown point, provided that the
stimulating current is removed soon enough.

An experimental study of the metastable
transient has been given by Engstrom and
Huxford. ' Their method involves measuring the
time constants of the exponential decay terms
which were discussed in Section V of this paper.
Use of these time constants, in general, requires
a knowledge of the diffusion coefficient ~'. They
show that, if one uses a one-term approximation
in the integral equation method of solution (see
Eq. (32) et. seg. ), ) & is determined, to that
accuracy, by the ratio i/i;, without knowing ~ .

For studying the positive ion transient, we
make use of Eq. (12b) for the current following
a pulse of stimulating electrons. Figure 5 shows
the dimensionless current (i/a, eM,np) computed
from (12b) as a function of the dimensionless
time 7 =st/X, for the particular values A, =2,
gp

——0.1, (M,y~) =~~ and ~p. The latter value is
beyond the breakdown value.

The feature of greatest interest in Fig. 5 is
that there are two discontinuities in the current,
whose origin is not dificult to see. When the
initial pulse of electrons passes through the tube,
ions are created between &=Pp and )=1. This
mass of ions moves bodily toward the cathode.
At r =$p, the front waH of the ion distribution
strikes the cathode and causes the emission of
electrons. The current through the discharge
therefore shows a sudden jump. The second dis-
continuity arises when the ions originally formed
near the anode (&=1) reach the cathode The.
initial density of ions at the anode is much
greater than any density formed subsequently,
so that after the ions originally at the anode
strike the cathode there is a sudden decrease in
the number of ions striking the cathode per sec. ,
and therefore a sudden decrease in the current
of electrons leaving the cathode.

Mathematically, the discontinuities arise in
the first term of the last summation in Fq. (12b),
that is, from the term:

M„y,(A;) ' exp[A;(r —$p)]

&& I exp[A;(1 —go) )+A,go 1 I Io(r, go—, 0) .
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Ia(r, $0, 0) is a function which is unity inside the
interval $0( r & 1, and zero outside that interval.
Therefore, this term gives discontinuities in the
current at r=go and r=1, which have the re-
spective magnitudes:

and
3f,y;(A;)-' {exp[A'(1 ,"—o)]+A'$0 1—}

M,y;(A, )-' exp[A;(1 —$0) $

X {exp[A, (1—$0)j+A'50 —1}.

y = (a,y,/2a;)+y;+[y„a, „/a, (1+2%)]
X {(1+Ra~)(cx~) '

—X- (X—x,)[exp(;(X—x,))—1j- }.

Observation of these discontinuities thus allows
us to compute A;(=a~), and M,y;. The com-
bination of these observations with the steady-
state currents in Fig. 4 gives one more than the
number of relations needed to compute the
parameters in the steady-state current.

On a time scale the discontinuities occur at
t = xo/v and t =X/v. Therefore, from the times at
which they occur, we can compute the ion
velocity and hence the mobility.

It should be pointed out that, if metastable
activity is significant in the discharge, the coef-
ficient y in Eq. (1),which is closely related to the
second Townsend coefhcient, is not independent
of the electrode spacing X. Upon comparing (1)
with (28) and (29), we see that y is given by:

The radiation and ion contributions to this are
constants, but the metastable contribution is a
function of X, which varies as X+(a;X) ' for
large X. In other words, if we try to determine
a, number y to fit Eq. (1) by varying X, we
should find that y must decrease as X increases.

The reason that the ion and radiation con-
tributions to y are constant while the metastable
contribution is not, is readily seen. Regardless
of the value of X, essentially all ions formed in
the discharge (if the diameter of the discharge
is large compared with its length) reach the
cathode. Likewise, one-half of the radiation
emitted in the gas reaches the cathode, regard-
less of X. However, the fraction of the meta-
stables formed which reaches the cathode is not
independent of X, even if sidewise diffusion is
negligible. As X increases, the distribution of
metastables tends to become more concentrated
near the anode. Since the metastables move by
diffusion, more of the metastables reach the
anode and fewer reach the cathode, under these
conditions. Therefore, the metastable contri-
bution to y decreases with increasing X.
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